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Student Affairs Committe member resigns seat
by Mark Di Vlncenzo
staff reporter

Vice President of Undergraduate
Student Government, Mark Dolan,
resigned from the Student Affairs
Committtee last week because of
"considerable pressure from Phil Mason," assistant to the president.
According to Dolan, Mason asked
him "to support" a particular candidate in the running for vice president
of Student Affairs.
Before the committee's last meeting - a meeting in which they planned
to narrow their choices down to five,
Mason gave Dolan a name and expressed a desire for that person to be

"seriously considered" as one of the
finalists for the vice president position.
"Basically what Mason said to me
was '... give this person a chance
and let him try to prove himself,' "
Dolan said. "No one has the right to
say that to any member of the committee before any election."
Dolan said although the administration must approve the selections, they
do not vote and can only express their
opinions on the candidates after the
election process.
"I LOOKED at Phil Mason as a
member of the President's Office, not
as a member of the committee - with

equal voting rights," Dolan said.
"He's their liaison.
"When we (the voting committee
members) give opinions about a particular candidate, they are our opinions, but when Mason offers opinions,
I believe those are the opinions of the
administration - not his. It's not Mason's job to persuade."
University President Dr. Paul Olscamp said he was "sad" Dolan chose
to resign.
"I have great respect for Mark
Dolan's integrity and intelligence,"
Olscamp said.
"I have not spoken to any of the
committee members besides Dolan,
but I have known Phil Mason for

several years, and he (Mason) has
never done anything unethical."
Because of Mason's desire to see
this candidate make the final five for
vice president of Student Affairs, Dolan said, a great amount of pressure
was levied on him (Dolan).
"Even though we choose the final
five candidates with a secret ballot
vote, it didn't come down to telling
Mason 'yes' or 'no,' " Dolan said. "It
came down to all the pressure being
put on me to do something I thought
was invalid. It was a case of prejudice
against me.
"I just became leery because I
know who they want to make it (win
the election), he said.

OLSCAMP SAID 118 applications
were submitted. The committee reduced the field to 17 before finally
cutting It down to five.
"I have no idea how the committee
voted," Olscamp said, "but after they
elect the final five, I interview those
candidates and then either choose the
vice president or reopen the search."
According to Mason, he ai
and Dolan
"had a difference of opini
and
nothing more.
"I don't have anything to add about
the situation," Mason said, "and I am
referring anyone with questions to
President Olscamp."
Dolan said he is disenchanted with

the election process used by the University and he thinks the students
should know what the administration
is doing.
"Basically, I think the administration is bringing in candidates." Dolan
said, "ana they can't do that. It's
unethical."
Susan Crawford, committee member and director of Affirmative Action
said she did not know Dolan resigned.
Other committee members were unavailable for comment.
President of the Graduate Student
Senate Karen Aldred said "although
I'm not really clear on all the details
and information, I admire Mark Dolan for what he's doing."

Bill requires arbitration
for safety worker strikes
COLUMBUS (AP) - If the experi- strike or sickout came in 1980. when
ences of other states are any indica- state prison workers walked off their
tion, Ohio's collective bargaining bill jobs for 17 days. In the last fiscal
could mean fewer strikes by public year, there were four public employee
safety workers but bigger bills for strikes in all of New York.
local governments.
CRAWFORD SAID strong enforceState Sen. Eugene Branstool, DUtica, introduced Ohio's measure, ment of a law outlawing public
which permits strikes by public work- worker strikes has had an effect. In
ers except safety workers such as New York, public employees who
Klice, firefighters and prison guards, strike lose two days pay for each day
cause safety workers would be they are off their jobs. There also are
barred from striking, the bill would penalties against union leaders and
call for their contract disputes to be unions in the event of strikes.
resolved by an arbitrator.
"I do not subscribe to the theory
In other states, binding arbitration that because people work for an
for safety workers is credited with agency or a public entity, that they're
reducing the number of police and fire somehow second-class employees,"
strikes.
Crawford said. "Whether they have a
"I think it's been a deterrent," said right to strike or not is another thing.
Edwin Crawford, executive director I've always contended that working
of the New York State Association of for county government is different
Counties. "And, of course, the courts than working for IBM."
have been quick to order people back
In Michigan, officials report similar
to work if they are on strike.
decreases in the number of police and
Since New York called for binding fire strikes since 1989, when binding
arbitration for safety workers in 1974, arbitration went into effect for safety
there have been only limited work workers there.
stoppages. The last safety-related
"I could only find one recorded

strike within that time span," said
Jim Amar, executive assistant of
Michigan's Employment Relations
Commission. "It has had the effect
that the public wanted. The objective
was to prohibit public safety strikes."
WILLIAM DAVIS of the Michigan
Municipal League said binding arbitration has had another effect that the
public didn't count on - higher labor
costs.
Davis said arbitrators in Michigan
have consented to "very onerous
awards" that helped drain budgets of
cities such as Detroit.
Currently, he said, the system of
selecting arbitrators favors unions,
which are more familiar with arbitrators' reputations than local governments. As a solution, the municipal
league and other groups propose that
the state set up a panel of governorappointed arbitrators to settle public
employee disputes.
Pennsylvania has had no police or
fire strike since 1988, when binding
arbitration went into effect for safety
forces.

Game Winner!

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor

Bowling Green's Joe Tedesco, no. 7. Is greeted by Joe Becraft, (in jacket), and Larry Arndt. no. 14. after his
sixth-inning home run led the Falcons to a 4-0 victory over Saginaw Valley at Steller Field yesterday
afternoon. on
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Chicago mayoral election centers on racial division
CHICAGO (AP) - Racially divided
voters turned out in extremely heavy
numbers yesterday to decide a bitterly fought election that will give
Chicago either its first Republican
mayor in a half-century or its first
black mayor ever.
The Chicago Board of Election
Commissioners predicted as many as
88 percent of the 1.6 million voters
would cast ballots under sunny skies.
That would eclipse a record 77 percent turnout in the Feb. 22 primary in
which Washington narrowly captured
the Democratic nomination in a three-

way race.

"We feel good. It looks solid,"
Washington, 60, said after a deli
breakfast in his Hyde Park neighborhood where be voted. "We've been
ahead since day one."
Washington planned to <*nmpnign
through the day, while Epton - who
had been a quiet candidate in the final
days - headed for the Chicago White
Sox home opener against the Baltimore Orioles.
"Hopefully we'll start off with a
victory there, and if we're lucky and
the Lord is willing we'll have a victory

when we end the day," Epton, 61, told
reporters at a movie theater where he
voted.
AS IN the primary, assistant U.S.
attorneys and others monitored for
possible vote fraud. By late morning,
the offices of the U.S. Attorney and
the Cook County's state's attorney
reported more than 200 complaints.
The elections board reported a quiet
election.
Despite the campaign's bitterness
and their harsh words for one another, Washington and Epton - for-

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor

Washington, a two-term South Side
congressman, was ahead in final
polls. But Epton was gaining, partly
on the strength of voter concern over
his rival's income tax conviction.

suspension from the legal profession
and unpaid bills.
But Washington's race was the biggest issue, turning what would have
been a rubber-stamp general election
in traditionally Democratic Chicago
into a bone race.

Many longstanding Democrats, including powerful ward bosses, defected to his candidacy. Many party
regulars disliked Washington's vow to
end the Democratic machine's patronage system - while Epton promised not to reform - not abolish - the
system.

EPTON, A millionaire lawyer and
Washington, who lost a 1977 mayformer state legislator, ran unop- oral bid, was criticized for bis priposed in the GOP primary and got 11,- mary election appeal to blacks, who
397 votes, compared to nearly 1.2 make up 40 percent of the city's 3
million votes cast in the Democratic million residents. He repeatedly told
race.
them "It's our turn."

Young man grows old

NEWS IN BRIEF

Actor portrays Mark Twain

Health clinic full

by June Remley
staff reporter

Grandpa Walton, has also done Twain
readings, Morse said.

aspire to the same noble truths that be
espoused," Morse said.

The face is that of a 70-year-old
man, with putty-colored, creased
flesh. The 28-year-old underneath is
revealed only by smooth young hands,
and large flakes of dried stage paint
that separate from his chin as he

"I LIKE to believe it is the fact that
I rely on Mr. Twain's genius, not a
contemporary view or burlesque. I
like the audience to feel they could
really.have witnessed one of his lectures. I strive for a historical accuracy," Morse said.

IF TWAIN was alive today, he may
be flattered by Morse's portrayal,
aside from one objection.

The spirit of Mark Twain, American author, lectured University students yesterday through the body of
Davton actor Bui Morse, with the help
of foam rubber features, makeup and
costume.
Morse's version of Twain, which he
performs at eastern and midwestern
colleges and universities, originated
as a senior acting project at Wright
State University.

Bill Morse

mer colleagues in the Illinois
Legislature - have promised to meet
for breakfast tomorrow, in a show of
unity.
The City Council will set an inauguration date tomorrow. Traditionally,
the new mayor has been sworn in to
the powerful $60,000-a-year post
within weeks of the general election.

"It just kind of snowballed from
there/ he said. "An instructor at
school imbued me with a love for Mr.
Clemens and his Mark Twain writings. He (Twain) was not afraid to
tackle the world's great institutions,
realizing indeed that the pen is mightier than the sword."
Morse is not Twain's only admirer.
Other well-known actors, including
Hal Holbrook, have impersonated the
famous writer, according to Morse,
who works to make his act special.
Will Geer, best known for his role as

Switching identities is expensive
and time-consuming. For an 11 a.m.
show, Morse begins applying makeup
at least four hours before. Liquid
makeup costs about $28 per quart.
Morse said. Twain's nose, chin and
other features are formed with foam
rubber, newly molded for each act
"For instance, when I take it (the
foam rubber nose) off today, it's
pretty much shot," Morse said.
Similarities between Twain and
Morse are more than skin deep,
according to Morse.
"I'm something of a curmudgeon,
even at the ripe old age of 28.1 tend to
be a little outspoken/He (Twain) had
strong views of Christianity and the
people he thought were charlatans.
He talked about caring about one
another and striving for real ideals
and truly noble ambitions, instead of
blind obedience. I like to believe I

"I think he'd say I gave him too big
a nose," Morse said. "He was a vain
man. The white suit was an affectation. Nobody else wore one at the
time."
Twain's habit of introducing himself to an audience was also unusual
in the early 1900s, Morse said. A
"host" would introduce the speaker
and sit behind him as be lectured.
"He didn't want that fellow sitting
back there, T***ff'"e him," Morse
said. "He'd prefer to have the limelight to himself."
Tbe impersonation occupies little of
Morse's time, most of which is spent
on other acting projects. Being discarded for a while adds freshness to
his Twain performance, according to
Morse, who has ra> plans for permanently abandoning his second identity.
"To borrow Mr. Twain's words, I
don't plan to stop 'as lone as there's
any profit in it'It's exciting to have
someone as brilliant as Mark Twain
do my act for me."

The Gynecology Clinic, located
in the Student Health Center, has
filled its appointment calendar for
the rest of the semester, Dr. Janice
Lloyd, medical director of Health
Services, said yesterday.
Any student seeking medical attention should come to the Health
Center at 8 a.m., to secure an
appointment in the general sick
call area, she added.

Officers elected
The Commuter Off-Campus Organization general elections were
held Thursday, April 7.
New officers are: Tom Cauffield,
president; Cheryl Strausbough,
vice president; Ray Goeckerman,
facilities coordinator; Lamar
Baker, treasurer; Ted Timmerman, activities coordinator; Larry
Kim, communications coordinator; Shelly Hobbe, recording secretary; and Joe Savage,
Undergraduate Student Government representative.
The new constitution also was
ratified.

Weather
Windy today with

showers and
thunderstorms likely. High in the
low 60s. Low in the 40s tonight.
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Women, Greens, say no to arms
This Easter was an outpouring of
life against death, all around the
world - a series of linked, yet articulated, statements that no life breeds

COMMENTARY

Racial division unfair
factor in Chicago race
By today the Chicago mayoral race will be over, but the
racial division that existed throughout the campaign
should disturb us.
When Bernard Epton ran unopposed for the Republican
primary, he received 11,397 votes compared to the 1.2 million
votes cast in the Democratic primary. Epton soon gained
ground in a race he would not have had a chance in except for
the fact that his Democratic opponent was black.
Not in fifty years has there been a Republican mayor in
Chicago. The late Mayor Daley and his Democratic machine
dominated that cities politics for years. That Democratic
power probably would have carried its candidate to easy
victory again this year if the white Democrats had not
divided their votes between incumbent Mayor Jane Byrne
and Rich Daley - the late major's son - ensuring a primary
victory for Harold Washington.
But many Democrats of long standing, including powerful
ward leaders, left Washington and the party to support
Epton. There is no doubt race was the prime motivater for
this move. But why? Why did many of the white voters of
Chicago oppose a black candidate?
That no other issue gained national attention in this
election - besides the mudslinging of both candidates - is
partly a fault of the press. They added fuel to the racial
controversy by reporting on the slogans, songs and buttons
that exclaimed the division between the whites and blacks.
However, the press can not bare the entire blame for the
lack of an address of issues in the election. The racial division
was the story because of Chicago's history of tension among
the races and the current bigotry of the switching Democratic voters.
Those voters - Democrat and Republican - with racial
problems have hurt politics in this country by ignoring the
election and looking at skin color.
Charges have been made that blacks seek favors from the
government by holding that American society has a general
debt to the black man and woman. Whether or not you accept
that contention, all minorities deserve a voice in this country
which has all too often tuned them out. The bigotry of voters
in Chicago has harmed that voice. If Washington has won,
perhaps that voice will gain strength.
•
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Soviets steal secrets
to build technology
Only a Socialist prime minister like
Francois Mitterrand could have
dared send half the Russian "diplomato" in France home as espionage

COMMENTARY
by Max Lerner
^Mt;wvwiii^!{im;ii;!j;;^^m:w
agents. If Ronald Reagan were to do
it, he would be hounded by every
commentator for his paranoid politics, and they would have called his
sanity in question.
Mitterrand's timing doubtless owes
something to the fact that the Soviet
spy story, with its nationalist appeal,
relieves him of some of the media
heat that goes with his economic
ret the facts and meaning of the
Soviet technology espionage are plain
enough. Why have Russia's accredited "diplomats" in France grown in
a decade from 200 to 700, and why are
a third of the 700 known to the intelligence communities as KGB agents?
The answer is. of course, that the
core of Soviet foreign and defense
policy has become the KGB. It is
because, in the minds of the Politburo
leaders, the prime urgency of the
Soviet Union is more and more sophisticated weapons. Which mean a high
technology that the Soviet Union
doesn't possess.
It cant be bought, borrowed or
begged. So It has to be stolen. This has
been true ever since Stalin's agents
stole the secrets of the atomic bomb to
start with. It has continued to be true.
What is new is the widening gap
between a runaway Western technolgy and a laggard Soviet parallel.
Hence the new urgency for cheating,
stealing and espionage by Soviet
agents in every Western capital.
So now we know why the Politburo
chose Yuri Andropov as head of the
party and government The choice of
a man whose central career experi-

ence was in the KGB has an exquisite
logic to it. The Greeks, in a spirit of
fun, made Hermes - the god of stealing - one of their favorite gods. The
Russians now have their own Hermes,
in dead earnest.
The great revolution of our time is
in information and computer technology. The Russians have proved
heavy-handed at it. Of the economic
Swers, they are at the other end of
e spectrum from Japan and America. What Japan and America can do,
the Russians - weighted down by an
inept and corrupt bureaucracy - simply can't. So they set their diplomats
to steal, from Paris and Bonn to
Tokyo, from New York and Washington to Mexico City.
Pity the poor Soviet diplomats and
their wives who find themselves expelled from the Paris that had become their shopping and luxury Eden.
It is the price they pay for their
government's entrapment in an impossible bind.
The Soviet empire today is bleeding
internally in its satellites like Poland,
and the effort to add new satellites in
Afghanistan rnd elsewhere can't stop
the bleeding, which at core is economic and coercive. Yet Russia's real
Vietnam is not Afghanistan: It is its
own atrophied technology - its brain.
The Soviet system is rotting from the
top.
The liberal moral philosophers of
the West have been putting out treatises on equality. Justice, lying, deception, secrecy. They scarcely mention
the Soviet system in passing. It is as if
they were living morally in a vacuum
universe untouched by the moral
storms in the world around them.
This is not to say that we must end
our talks with the Russians. The missile negotiations must go on - and in
time succeed. But while we are talking we should know that Andropov's
KGB diplomats eveywhere are stealing.
Max Lerner Is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Press Syndicate.
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by Gary Wills

from the bomb. It is the stone, over
the tomb, that must be moved if we
are to bring life out of death.
The women of Greenham Common
in England spun their webs over the
barbed wire again; and I was reminded of Aristophanes' play, "Lysistrata," performed during a war two
and a half millennia ago. When the
main character is asked how a mere
woman can resolve military struggles, Lysistrata answers: "As we
untangle woolen knots with twirls of
our spindle this way and that." The
down-to-earth chorus of women is
closer to the realities of power than
are their men, who deal in macho
abstractions.
The peace movement is the most
important women's liberation
movement - not simply because it
gives the realistic measure of women's electoral power (shown in the
shrinking of Reagan's support), but
because women are freeing others
along with themselves - their children, their husbands, all of us.
It is, in real life the situation Aristophanes imagined. An Athenian official asks Lysistrata (whose name in
Greek mean "disarmer"): "You
mean this war is merely over
money?" She answers: "Along with
most of our woes." The women have
seized the treasury on the Acropolis the Athenian equivalent of a Pentagon. They enact the struggle over the
defense budget that Congress is taking up again.
The official asks what will happen
now that women are in charge of the
Acropolis.

Lysistrata replies, "We'll handle the
money."
"Women?"
"Why not? We handle household
budgets."
"But this money is for war."
"But what, or who, should be for
war?"
"How will we defend ourselves?"
"We'll defend you."
"You?"
"Who else?"
"That's shameful."
"Maybe, but there's no helping It well help you."
"This is awful."
"Tough for you, to depend on

softness."

"It's against the law."
"Well make an exception for you."
"Disarmer" marshals her forces,
the veterans of marketry, in one of
Aristophanes' rolling long riotous
words: " Greengrocerygropersandgrabbers, gather around." And
that is what happened when the
women moved from their green grocers to Greenham Common. Or, as
"Greens," into the German parliament. Green is the color of Easter, of
spring, of hope.
Where the women have gone to say
no, are we to send in missiles? The
president says yes, because Russians
have missiles targeted there. But so
do our allies. So do our submarines.

The president claims he is making
up for America's unilateral disarmament under former presidents - the
same claim President Kennedy made
when, in answer to a fictitious missile
gap, he accelerated our arms program to the point where we had to
rest, while the Russians partly caught
up. Now another president wants to
resume the cycle, while women and
other sensible humans say no, asking
us to Join them. It is about time. And
about what time we have left us.
Unless Disarmer wins, we must all
compuslively keep arming, and lose.
Gary Wills is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.
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Belfast forming in Middle East
PLO Inc., is a description of the
Palestinian Liberation Organization I
heard over and over again in a recent
tour of the Middle East. The term

by Joseph Kraft

Jordan. The Palestinians would thus
acquire legitimacy and a territorial
base. The Israelis, by cutting a deal
with King Hussein, would at least
avoid the nightmare of a mini-Palestinian state, radical to the core and
dedicated to the recovery of the terri.tory which now constitutes Israel

explains why the recent talks between
King Hussein of Jordan and the PLO
leader Yasser Arafat did not succeed.
It also explains why the Reagan
Kace plan for the Middle East is
ding out. It suggests that there is
shaping up a kind of Belfast in the
Middle East.
The peace plan offered by President
Reagan Sept. 1 addressed itself directly to the problem of the Palestinian Arabs. While the Palestinians are
scattered around the world, their
homeland lies in two bits of territory
occupied by the Israelis after the Six
Day War - the Gaza Strip and the
West Bank of the Jordan. President
Reagan proposed that Jordan Join
Egypt and Israel in negotiations for
Palestinian autonomy in those two
pieces of land as provided in the
Camp David Accords.
He indicated the autonomy talks
would be swift, and the Palestinian
entity which resulted could achieve
larger self-rule in a federation with

_ Hussein was
mistic he could make
Plan work. His view was that mosi of
the Palestinians living on the West
Bank and Gaza wanted any kind of
accord that would get the Israelis off
their backs. The king believed that he
and groups of local Palestinian table.
He calculated, correctly in my opinion, that with negotiations underway,
Israel would have to Join.
As to Arafat, the king's assessment
was that he would have to go along.
The theory was that Arafat headed a
revolutionary nationalist movement
dedicated to achieving territorial
Bains. In 20 years he had advanced
ttle toward that goal. Military defeat
in Lebanon had rooted the PLO out of
an area near the West Bank. Unless
Arafat joined with him, Hussein reasoned, the PLO, cut off from the
homeland of most Palestinians, would
wither on the vine.
The description of the PLO as a
company marks a change in that
view. For the corporate PLO is not a
revolutionary movement dedicated to

COMMENTARY

LETTERS'Close up' event's
facts questioned
I flip the switch on my laser video
And there's a man staring back at me
He starts to speak in a voice so righteous
About the sins of society
He's got the answers to all my problems
Sayshe'll decide what I should hear and
see
I try to change to another station
But all I get is more of bis morality
Dennis De Young of Styx
I saw the poster for ROCK MUSICA Close-up and attended, but was
afraid it would be one of those MTV
hype Jobs that glorifies each artist or
group. Deep in the back of my mind, I
wanted to hear something about lyrics being reversed to accuse the
featured groups of evil conspiracy,
because I'd like to know what's being
said.

RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for comments regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall

political achievements. On the contrary, it is a bureaucracy dedicated to
its own survival. Far from being
willing to take risks for political
goals, Arafat and Co., in this view,
prefer to wander from country to
country and from summit meeting to
summit meeting, selling the cause of
Palestine to Arab rulers who need
a Utilization. The rulers pay out
tidies. In return, Arafat gives
them the PLO good-housekeeping seal
of fidelity to Arab nationalism.
Evidence to support that view has
been piling up ever since the evacuation of the PLO from Beirut. The
organization had one session of its
ruling body, the Palestine National
Council, held in Algeria in February.
The main business was internal - an
assertion of PLO "unity and independence," which means the supremacy
of Arafat and his close followers over
other factional groups. Only as an
afterthought did the delegates deal
with the Reagan Plan. Even then it
was unclear whether they "rejected"
the plan or merely found it ''inadequate."
Since then, Arafat has continued to
flit from meeting to meeting. He went
to the nonaligned summit in New
Delhi. He has made the rounds of
virtually all the Arab countries. All
have given him their blessings, and
told nun to work out a Joint approach
with Hussein.

But at meetings with Hussein in
Amman over last weekend, Arafat
ducked anew. Instead of getting together on a plan to name Palestinian
delegates who could join Hussein in
talks with the Israelis, Arafat arranged to refer the whole affair to
another round of meetngs, culminating in a summit of Arab -feeders in
Morocco.
Perhaps the leaders will find some
formula for negotiation. Perhaps the
U.S. will squeeze the Israelis to the
point where Hussein feels he can go it
without Arafat. But the odds are
strongly against those possibilities.
On the contrary, it looks as though
yet another direct address to the
problem of the Palestinians has gone
awry. It looks as though there will be
no positive outcome for the Reagan
initiative. Not that catastrophe follows, or any other big deal. On the
contrary, there will be a long, dismal
continuation of the daily encounters
between Israeli forces and Palestinian young people on the West Bank
and in Gaza. There will be protests,
strikes, terrorism and suppression.
The West Bank and Gaza, probably
for years to come, will become like
Belfast.
Joseph Kraft It • columnist tor the Lot
Ang*i«( Times Syndicate.
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I'm glad I went. His presentation
was, to say the least, fascinating. It
was, to say the most, hearsay. He said
that John Lennon promoted an atheistic society. John Lennon believed in
a supreme being, but denied being a
Christian, and I can show Mr. Lamp a
Rolling Stone Magazine article that
states this.
Then he made a comment about the
rock group Queen and the meaning of
their name. Mr Lamp said "queen''
was the one who plays the female role
in a homosexual relationship. Now, I
know that Queen comes from Britain
and my perception is that they named
themselves for the queen of England.*
When he told the audience that the
song by Queen called, "We are the
Champions" was the national anthem
of the Gay Liberation Movement,
something heated up inside me and I
asked Mr. Lamp.^'Says who?" He
,
Jasper
"...AMD WE WANT TO
TWr*: EVERYONE Rtt
MANNG OUR flWJY A..."

became flustered and said,
"Says... a lot of people." Well, what
people, Mr. Lamp? Did Queen say
this? Did the Gay Liberation
Movement say this?
He also pointed accusingly at the
symbols of many rock groups. He
picked on Aerosmith and Journey for
sporting wings, Rush for their fivepointed star, Styx, Molly Hatchett.
and Iron Maiden for their names, and
even John Denver, among other for
their religious views. I remind Mr.
Lamp that symbols mean whatever
we want them to, and thus each interpretation is personal.
I didn't mind being persuaded to
attend bis program and I certainly
didn't object to Mr. Lamp saying
what be bad to say. I can and will
decide for myself what is or isn't true.
But, I cannot believe that the card I
filled out is the only one. I wish more

~~mm
people could speak out when given the
opportunity.
Also, what offends me is all the
attempts by people on campus to try
to save me and force their spiritual
beliefs and concepts on me. I try to be
a caring human being and I have my
beliefs; I don't need to be born again.
Too many people have approached
me with their sales pitch and this is
invading my personal freedom. I am
offended.
If these people want to save some
souls, they can start with the convicted mass murderers on death row.
It ain't the music that's In question
It's more the freedom of expression
Michael Moore
SOS Bromllald Hall

by Bates & Moore
ISHOOIBKNOU

HEVrllWi'.HOWOO
VOOSPCU-'SuecCSS?

SOCJCGSS'"

S-O-CC-E-S-S.

E.S.S...
-THANKS.
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Nuclear arms control nominee Adelman lacks support
WASHINGTON (AP) - The longdelayed Senate debate on nuclear
arms control nominee Kenneth Adelman began yesterday as GOP leaders
scrambled for support among a small
group of undecided members. At best,
they said, he could win confirmation
by just one or two votes.
But "It's too close to call" because
several Republicans remain seriously
troubled about Adelman's qualifications, Ted Stevens of Alaska, assistant leader of the GOP majority, said.
Adelman's name was called up on
the Senate floor exactly three months

after his nomination by President
Reagan to be director of the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency.
Sen. Charles Percy, R-nT, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, called on senators to
"render judgment if the (arms control) process will be speeded up or
slowed down by voting for Mr. Adelman or against him.

BY REJECTING the nomination,
he said, the Senate would "undercut
these commitments and allow the
arms control agency to flounder."
"Those voting against will have a
heavy burden of responsibility,"
Percy said. "I feel we have an able
nominee now, and we should confirm
Mm."
Sen. Clalborne PeU of Rhode Island,
the top Democrat on the committee,
"If we confirm Ambassador Adel- said, on the other hand, "Mr. Adelman, he will take office with the man has been given a fair test and has
administration having taken strong failed that test.
"He gives no indication that be has
commitments," Percy said.

the necessary burning commitment to
achievement in arms control," PeU
said.
Although a final vote is scheduled
for tomorrow, the first test could
come today.
Sen. Charles Mathiaa Jr., R-Md. an
Adelman opponent, said there had
been "some talk" of a motion to
recommit the nomination to the Foreign Relations Committee. But the
majority leadership believed it could
turn back such a ploy.
Sending the nomination back to
committee would presumably end
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tration supporters about the outcontti
Mathias said, "I have always given
the president the edge on this thingSome members, rightly or wronglyi
like to give the president his choice on
nominations."
_
And Sen. David Durenberger, rV
Minn., who had indicated earlier he
was undecided, told a reporter, "I am
normally inclined to support any president on his nominee unless I find him
substantially deficient. I don't find
Adelman substantially deficient. It is
only by comparison with others that
some find him so."

Adelman's chances, since the panel
voted 9-8 against his confirmation
Feb. 24. The committee subsequently
agreed to send the nomination to the
floor with a recommendation that it
be rejected.
As to the final vote, the leadership
was less confident. Stevens said fewer
than 10 undecided senators held the
balance.
ADELMAN, 36, is deputy U.S. ambassador to the United Nations. He
was visiting undecided senators on
Capitol Hill as the Senate debated.
Despite the misgivings of adminis-
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FALL 1983
Greenbriar North

•CUT
• CONDITIONERS
• BLOW DRY

1 Bedroom Furnished
and Unfurnished

with this
coupon

25th Anniversary
presents

From $175.00/ month A electric

Efficiencies Furnished
and Unfurnished

Located in Stadium VlawShopping Cant.t
LOIS

NOON TIME
ENTERTAINMENT

From $150.00 /month

SUZIE

THE"WharaHAIR
REPAIR
Quality Comas First''

Call us at 352-0717

Noon - 1 pm
Falcon's Nest, Union
April 13 & 14
FREE. ..

Greenbriar Inc.

Ph. 3S2-2SOO

Coupon Good Wad. & Thurs.

(Maurer Green)

Opc«i Mon..F>r*:30 on 4:30p.m. Sa< torn.So m

VOTE TODAY

/

\

for
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Pu$-■V

Undergraduate Student Government

• PRESIDENT
• VICE PRESIDENT
• AT-LARGE REPRESENTATIVES
VOTING WILL BE TODAY ONLY
Union: 9:30 -5:30
Moseley Hall: 9:30 - 5:30
BA Building: 9:30 - 5:30
Library: 6:00-10:00
Bring Your Picture I.D. and Validation Card

YOUR VOTE.
* IT MAKES A *
DIFFERENCE!

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY 14 »»
(2) ITEM OR MORE PIZZA OR ANY
16" (1) ITEM OR MORE PIZZA.
THIS OFFER GOOD ON DELIVERY,
PICKUP, OR DINING ROOM.

• NO COUPON NECESSARY
JUST ASK FOR YOUR FREE PEPSI PITCHER
• THIS OFFER NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON

MYLES PIZZA PUB
516 E. WOOSTER

3521504

HOURS:

SUNDAY: NOON-2:00AM
MON-WED: 11-.00AM-2:00AM
THUR-SAT: 11:00AM-3:00AM

'
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Roxy Music continues giving strong performances
by FaU Miller
ROXY MUSIC — The High
■Hi (EP) (Warner Bros.)
THIS FOUR-SONG live
record, culled from a recent concert In Glasgow,

Scotland, attests to the vitality and longevity of one
of England's premier
trendsetters from the
1970s. After numerous personnel changes, the core of
vocalist Bryan Ferry, guitarist Phil Manzanera and

sax man Andy Mackay remain intact and, aided by
five additional musicians
and two backup singers,
give near flawleea perforRoxy has always courted
In style, from Ferry's

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
FROM HOUSE AND APARTMENTS
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE!
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE!
Now leasing for summer
and fall.
Reasonable Rates!
Call us now for your
housing needs.

evocative vocals to his continental attire, yet Hie
High Road finds the band
flaunting strong musicianship and a sincere
sense of emontion as well.
From side one's urgent
"Cant Let Go" and the
sullen romanticism of "My
Only Love" (from their
fine Flesh And Blood LP).
to the passions of Neil
Young's "Like A Hurricane" and John Lennon's
"Jealous Guy" on the flip
side, the record's merits
are readily apparent, satisfying and consistently
distributed.
All four tracks are long
enough (averaging six
minutes plus) to let the
band stretch out musically
without sounding indulgent The sound quality is
also surprisingly clear and
crisp for a live disc.
Tie High Road provides
strong testimony as to why

so many artists have been
Influenced by Roxy Music
since their emergence in
1972. This is readily evident in light of Britain's
recent "new romantic"
movement and its outgrowth, including current
faves Dunn Duran and A
Flock Of Seagulls. My only
complaint is that this extended play record was
released instead of a full
length album containing
the rest of the concert.
EDDY GRANT - Killer
On The Rampage (Portrait)
EDDY GRANT is probably best (un)known in this
country as the author of
"Police On My Back" from
the Clash's SandtnisU! But
in England and other international music capitals.
Grant is an unqualified
star.
Killer On The Rampage
gives one more than a few
\
special offer

Carousel
Beauty Shop

$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

354-2260 or 352-6553
(close to campus)

with coupon
Expires 4/20/83
Various Braiding Styles Available
NEXUS

gfiEDKEN

140 EAST WOOSTER
352-0800
•>k<liiw.al|.

dues why. Grant is able to
merge reggae and soul music forms onto a contemporary Instrumental
backdrop that's heavy on
synthesizers yet not overburdened by them. KfBer
is infused with electronic
energy, while keeping a
careful balance with more
traditional Instruments
prevents it from losing any
guts or impact
For Grant is a convincing vocalist and gifted
songwriter. These songs
are hypnotic, hummable
and meaningful, defined
by a coherent blend of
rhythmic and melodic
components. He also
seems comfortable covering a number of different
themes - romantic ("I
Don't Want To Dance,"
"It's All In You"), social
("Electric Avenue,"
"Funky Rock'n'RoU") and
political ("War Party,"
Another Revolutionary").
Grant expresses himself
with a sharp understanding of what he's singing
about while displaying the
musical expertise to distinguish each track. He's
brought reggae Into the
'80s and beyond.
DAVID GRBMAN -Dawg
Grass/Dawg Jan (Warner
Bros.)
MANDOLINS David Grisman's latest effort is a
subtly captivating doublepersonality record - half
jazz, half bluegrass - balanced in both musical form
and quality.
Side one finds Grisman
and company exploring

several styles of jazz, from
big band to swing, and a
few special guests can be
heard helping out the Grisman Quartet here. "Dawg
Jazz" features Johnny
Carson's NBC Orchestra
(Tommy Newson, Ed
Shaughnessy and crew).
"Steppln' With Stephane,"
as the title suggests, is
highlighted by some fine
violin work from the legendary jazz master, Stephane Grappelli. The sideclosing "In A Sentimental
Mood" effectively captures the delicate textures
and spirit of its composer,
Duke Ellington.
The essence of Gasman's more familiar musical character is brought
forth on side two with
much verve, as quartet
members Darol Anger and
Mike Marshall (violins)
and Rob Wasserman
(acoustic bass) help him
shape the distinctive
"dawg" music - a hybrid
of folk and bluegrass - for
which he's best become
known. Banjo wizard Earl
Scruggs lends his talents to
a high-spirited "Dawggy
Mountain Breakdown'' and
"Dawg Grass (Op. 12)."
Unquestionably, Grisman has helped to redefine
acoustic string music in
the last five years. It's
exciting to find him incorporating his ensemble and
other talented musicians in
Eiuing further chales, as on "Dawg Jazz"
expanding on already
conquered musical ground
on "Dawg Grass" - succeeding heartily with both.
This is a treat for
bluegrass rebels and jazz
afldanados alike.
BLOTTO — Combo
Akimbo (Blotto)
IN THE summer of 1979
this Albany, New York
based quintet unleashed a
wacky single called "I
Want To Be A Lifeguard"
on the largely unsuspecting population of rock fans
in the northeastern United
States. The result was one

of the most popular independently-released regional hits in recent years.
On Combo Akimbo, the
band's first full length LP
(following two EPs),
Blotto serves up a zany
batch of well-crafted
songs. Working within appropriate musical settings
tor each tune, they purposefully satirize excessive partying ("Too Much
Fun'Twork ("I Quit"),
overzealous fans (''Occupational Hazard"), teenage lust ("When The
Second Feature Starts"),
Agent 007 ("Goodbye, Mr.
Bond") and heavy metal
rock ("Metal Head").
"Metal Head," featuring
guitar heroics courtesy of
Blue Oyster Cult's Buck
Dharma, is a poignant,
hysterical and musically
potent send-up of this
genre's recent resurgence
- a must for Def Leppard
lovers and haters alike.
The tune begins with:
"Strange sensations coming over me, something I
can't explain/Suddenly
there's an endless void
where I used to keep my
brain/I've got to see a doctor but I'm too wasted to
phone one/Want to customize my van but I don't even
own one. I get up in the
morning and I want to
shave my chest/Get myself a skull tattoo, wear a
denim vest/My friends are
getting worried, they don't
know me anymore/I
smash my head against the
wall, I don't even know
what for." It ends in a
drawn out fury - very
drawn out, like what you
hear at too many concerts
these days. This just cements the effect and idea
of the song.
This much barely-restrained insanity is more
than welcome in our era of
corporate rock, pretentious new wave and costume party dance rock.
Blotto deserves a well-protected niche in the musical
strata of the '80s.

SPBING TUNE V\
SPECIAL

$15.00
FRIENDLY ONE DA Y
REPAIR SERVICE
NEW AND
USED BIKES ate stop
131 W. Wooster

352-6264

m

MODEL OPEN...
11:00 AM TIL 4:00 PM WEEKDAYS
11 00 AM TIL 4:00 PM SATURDAY

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

Preferred Properties Co.

•SIS

B35 High St. - Rental Office Phone 352-9378
locntd 81

HELP WANTED
Food Operations Employment

BEHIND MARK'S PIZZA PUS
NEXT TO STERLING MILK t DORSEY ORUO

NO LONG WALKS IN MUD AND SLUSH OR
ON THOSE SUB-ZERO, WINDY, WINTER DAYS
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER a FALL SCHOOL 1M»
OPENINGS FOR STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS. (SUMMER A FALL SCHOOL YEAR)
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (2) BEDROOM (1-4) STUDENTS SUMMER SHUON

(20) GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
'
*
*
'
*
'
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

(2) bedroom (carpeted and furnished)
Laundry facilities In each bldg.
Free trash removal
All units have double locks (including deadbott)
Wall Insulated and soundproof units
Modern-Furnished-Cable TV
2 mln. walk to campus
S mln. walk downtown
25 business establishments at your front door
Large freezerfor additional storage
Ample parking at your front door
Qas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas & operating coats

-' — - - ^ ,
WMWHH, LWH

* No long walks on those zero winter days or In the mud and slush
*
*
*
*
*
*

Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas
Friendly helpful landlords
Washer & Dryer in bldg
Free heat, water, & sewsge
roe TMS CM AM Of TMi CM
Dependable maintenance
OO CAMPUS MANOa
9 1(2 or 12 month leases

From $132.00 per person per month
(4) Person occupancy
(2) and (3) Person apartments available
ALL UlUJim IHCtUDtO IXCIFT IUCTRK

(MMr> a A.C •> OM)--C«M« T.V.
352-9302

>L

°4*

EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

352-736S

^St»

n

Cherrywood Health Spt _

Apartment Complexes

-■

8:00 • 4:30 Monday • Friday

Hoven House- '535/mo.
'
Piedmont-8th & High St.- '375/mo.
Birchwood Ploce-650 Sixth St - '400/mo
Meodowlork-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo.
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo.
Small Bldgs.-Manvclle between 6th & 7th St - '350/010

Operations job applications for Fall 1983
employment will be distributed to students
on:
Tuesday, April 19,1983 • 8:00-10:00 a.m. only
Wednesday, April 20,1983 • 3:00-5:00 p.m. only
in the Forum of the Student services Building.
Students will be limited to two (2) applications
in order to insure that as many students as
possible have the opportunity to apply for a job
with Food Operations. Students should take the
completed applications to the appropriate dining
hall/snack bar by Thursday, April 21, 1983.
Applications will not be accepted after that date.
Note' Job opportunities with Food Operations for
the Fall Semester will be at a minimum due to the
fact that Student Employment Applications will be
taken during Pre-Reg this summer and any remaining
jobs will probably be filled at that time.
Therefore, students planning to return to BGSU
next fall and wish to be employed by Food
Operations, should not miss this opportunity for
early application submission.

NBW

HOUSES
Features:
2 bedroom • carpeted 1 furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
1VI bath
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished
Cabfevision available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays

MEADOWVIEW: 214 Napoleon R. 352-1195
1
1
2
2

Bedroom
Bedroom
Bedroom
Bedroom

Furnished
$270/mo Al utilities paid
Unfurnished
S250/mo
Furnished
$285'mo tenant pays lights
Unfurnished
$265/mo

Etftciei cv Fu'rashed
$226/mc Al utilities paid
Uniumiahed S200'mo asperate bedroom

mmiMmmuntn
ALL PREFERRED PROPERTIES RENTALS INCLUDE
MEMBERSHIP TO CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA.
Comptot. toellltip. lor m*n ood wom.r
•Hydro Soo Whirlpool
•Indoor Hoond Pool
•M.'ot Sauna
*Svn lamp.
♦Shoot Mauae*
•N.wly Built
•Complof. ElcrclM Equipm.nl

SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA
•Profoltlonolly quolrllpd Instructor, and itoti
,

ioun»./.~xk bo.

Other Rentals
Houses, •fllclencles; 1 borm.
Furnished i Unfurnished
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Tests abuse animals
because the animals are
there to benefit the public
and not to cause an issue.

by Jeff James

staff reporter

Dr. John McArdle, naECONOMICS IS also an
tional representative for issue, he said, because anithe Mobilization for Ani- mal experiments cost f8
mals, spoke recently at the billion to $10 billion a year.
University on animal ex- The money saved buying
fewer animals could be
perimentation abuse.
The lecture was spon- used in other areas, he
sored by Students for Ani- added.
mals.
With stiff er and more
McArdle, who received thorough inspections of fahis Ph.D. from the Univer- cilities, McArdle said be
sity of Chicago, said labo- believes advances could be
ratory animal made. Regulations should
experimentation should also be made more uninot be stopped completely, form nationwide, he said,
but there is an excessive because regulations now
amount of abuse that goes differ from state to state.
"There is a need to
on. McArdle also emphasized the amount of change some of the operatover-experimentation that ing procedures that are
goes on in animal laborato- now used and accepted in
some facilities," he said.
ries.
"Animal experimenta- "For instance, some intion abuse is the second spectors don't go directly
largest source of animal in (the laboratories) to see
abuse in the United the circumstances. Also
States," McArdle said. "In there is the 'honor system'
1981, over 80 million labo- that goes on in these labs
ratory animals died in ex- which is wrong. Some of
perimentation. Half of the these people need to be
experimentation was not watched to make sure they
necessary, and it cost tax- are in line."
payers $4 million."
McArdle's concern was
McArdle said the public for all animals that beshould be concerned about come victim to experimenthe abuse of experimental tation abuse. However, his
animals for several rea- main concern centered
with primates because
sons.
The moral issue involved they are his main area of
was one concern, he said, study and also because hu-

man beings can relate better to primates, be said.
MCARDLE SAID the
Mobilization for Animals is
a global movement that is
collectively working with
other animal awareness
groups to motivate public
attention to animal abuse.
At the University, animal experimentation is
done in biological and psychological research. Dr.
Robert Conner, professor
of psychology, said. In both
instances, it is conducted
for research of animal behavior and for teaching
purposes.
"We believe our research animals are well
cared for here and receive
a better environment than
what they might receive in
their normal habitat,"
Conner added.
"We must provide for
the health and welfare of
each animal. This is a responsibility we take very
seriously. We must have a
reason for any experiment
we conduct. We do this not
only because it is the law,
but because it is ethically
right," Conner said.
CONNER ALSO stressed
the vigorous amount of inspection that is conducted
by both federal and state
officals.

25th Anniversary
BOWLING
TOURNAMENT
Saturday, April 16,11 :OOam
Buckeye Room, Union
Free and open to all students
Singles only for single elimination tourney,
fifteen frames per game, trophies awarded
Sign up in UAO office, 2-2343

&■

Tkereis sfitl-ffme
Left to support your
Sorority/Fraternity
order your

T.O.'s
Campus Corner

American
Heart
Association
#

CUSTOMIZED
APPAREL
tWty

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR\OUR UFE

824 SIXTH ST.
BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor
Carson Blalock. junior broadcast Journalism major, cleans animal
cages In the animal department on the second floor of the MathScience building.

NN*V MM ttt*|
WO-MX)
PHONE (419) J51-H45

902. EV-boater-Across from KoKI Mall

LSAT
JUNE 20

WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH

NEW

OFFICE - 400 Napoleon Rd
Phone 352-9135
FOR A GOOD PLACE TO UVE - COME OUT
lAND SECURE YOUR APARTMENT FORSUMMER%

& NEXT FALL NOW! WE PAY JJEAI.WAIER |
AND CABLE,
ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
OFFICE HOURS 9-12 & 1-5 MON-FRI.
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Open Sat. April 16
10-4

Didn't get to go the
first time?
It's another wet V wild

mm mm RAFTM*
ADVENTURE!
April 1S-17 en the
Hew River
Cost: $60/person due upon sign up includes:
transportation
rafting and camping fee
loads of fun!
Sign up in UAO office by 5:00 pm April 13

twcd Series
198^84
Vienna Choir Boys

OdoW* 25. 19&3

Murray Perahia pianist

Nowmbec 17.1983

STILL
TIME TO PREPARE.
3 ;<

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

i|
ITL

New World String Quartet
FeCruarv «. 1984

Philip Jones Brass -Ensemble

Apr! 11.1984

536-3701
3550 SECOR RD.
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OH.

TIST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1J38

Presented by me College of Musical Arts. BGSU

Students subscribe now to the Festival
Series and save up to 46% over

Far InforawtlM About Ott*r Ceatars
in Mara TkM 105 Major US CHIa* • Abroaa
Outside NY State
CAU TCU PIE!: MO-MS 1712

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
352-5620

... with a little bit of everything.

HOURS:

2 BEDROOMS
WE PAY HEAT!

See your registration packet for further
information or phone 372-2181

MENU

LOWER
PRICES
Daily HAPPY HOURS
4-6PM & 9-10PM

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE 1983-84
BOARD
President
KAREN REESE
Vice-President
MARY MYERS
Committee Coordinator
MARY ZOFKO
Directors-at-Large
JACQUIE PEARSON
MIKE TRUBL
Administrative Director
BILL KUHLMAN
Campus Films Director
ALAN CLAYPOOL
Exhibits Director
CINDY WALTERS
Games Director
JULIE FREEDHEIM
Mini-Courses Director
JULIE NEEDHAM
News& Views/Lectures Director
JULIE VINOVERSKI
Outdoor Recreation Director
DOUG BULLOCK
Performing Arts Director
MIKE BOHINC
Public Relations Director
GREG CLICK
Publications Director
SALLY HAESEILER
Publicity Director
SUZI SWANSON
Spotlight Entertainment Director
SAM SILLAMAN
Travel Director
ELLEN FINK

GOOD LUCK!
Thanks to the 1982-83 Board
for a job well done!
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Cells lacking for drunks

American Heart ^j|
Association

LSAT-GMAT

B.G.S.U.
Annual Charities Board

Introductory Seminar

BIKE AUCTION

Hear attorneys and business professionals
discuss the currentLSAT — GMAT. Also,
a diagnostic test will be administered and \
discussed.

Numerous Bikes,
some Jewelry and
other lost and found articles
April 13, 1983
Student Services Bldg. Forum
Viewing starts at 2:30 p.m.
Auction begins at 3:30 p.m.
Terms are Cash
(checks with I.D.)

Date: TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 1983
Time: 4:00 P.M.
Place: BUSINESS AD. BLDG. ROOM
NO. 115

Swing into Summer
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Social Work
2nd Term
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400

Soc-Svc-Fam Children
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Newcomb

Summer Term
2189
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Practtcum

488
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Panscolar

Rehab Couns
Summer Term
2717

Wk Adjus Job Placmnt

2716

Rehabil Field Exper

2715

Internship

>■

2714

Intern ship

2713

Internship

2712

Internship

2711

Clinical Internship

584
587
587
587
587
589

18S4

Introduction Biology

104

3
3
1
2
3
4
12

4

Arrange

MacGuflie
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MacGuffle
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Oology
Summer Term
6-8:30pm MTWR

example, are reported in
scarce supply in 68 counties in Ohio. Health industry-related positions
increased from February
1979 to February 1983 by
62,000 jobs in Ohio. In the
same period, there was a
net decline of 376,000 Jobs
in the state," be said.
Undesirable working
hours and slim prospects
for career advancement
are reasons cited for the
low number of applicants
in nursing, according to
employment analysts. The
medical field is expanding,
they say, because of more
and more third-party coverage through Medicare
and insurance firms.

CLEVELAND (AP) The crushing unemployment rate and publicity
about it hide the tact that
thousands of jobs, many in
the high tech and medical
fields, are going begging
around the state, officials
say.
The Ohio Bureau of Employment Services keeps
• no statistics on how many
unfilled jobs are available,
but it is estimated that
100,000 high tech and medical positions are open nationwide.
"The situation regarding
unfilled positions is common throughout the state,"
William Papier, OBES director of research and statistics, said.
"Registered nurses, for

Summer 1983
1. ADDITIONS—

accommodations. Sandusky County commissioners say they
consider the problem serious.
Kindred said the 92year-old jail has a capacity of 22 prisoners.
As of yesterday, it was

Petobone

IN OTHER areas like

II. DELETIONS
English
1st Term

3261

Eng Lrt to 1700

264

3

3-5 MTWR

Daniels

2nd Term

5207

Modem Poetry
Milton

320
408
608

3
3
3

3-5 MTWR

Daniels

10-11 30 MTWRr

Daniels

10-11 30 MTWRF

Daniels
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184

3
3
12
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Rehab Couns

^

1st Term

Milton

3371

Wk Adju$ Job Placnjnt

3373
RED
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Rehabtf Field Exper
Clinical Internship

1st Term

3457
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2nd Term
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Pancsofar
MacGuffle

Arrange

MacGuffle

-NEW TO YOUFEATURING FASHIONS
from 1880's thru 1950's
■ TUXEDOS

s

Arrange
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5

Arramic
Arrang.'
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Grov/Petr/Leng

Fldwrk Recreation

10

Arrange
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1
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3
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Newcomb
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Argumentation
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Interpersonal Commun
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3
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Staff

Fldwrk Recreation

5299

Pradlcum

1583
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III. CHANGES
5149
5150
1428

Intro to Philosophy

1429

Logic

Sociology
1446

Principles Sociology

1447

Principles Sociology

1448

Principles Sociology

1449

Principles Sociology

1450

Principles Sociology

•sioi
•sioi
•sioi
•sioi
•sioi

V114

Quantitative Meth II

Rehab Cour-.-lmq
1 si Term
3372

Summer Tern

Psychology
1st Term

R
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3
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Staff

3
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Staff

3
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3
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Schlpper

Agency Observation
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3

Arrange

MacGuffle
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3

■1011 30 MTWRF

SlaH

3

•3-5 MTWR

SlaH

300
300

3

Pin^^MTWR

•Garrett

3

v

"Flchthorn
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1
1
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Prin Advtg & Promot

3392

Selling & Sales Mgmt

308O

Business Finance

3446

Business Finance

Finance
lsl Term

Louisiana

Perrysburg,

Ohio

(419)874-4016
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Sophisticated dressing for Spring Formals

SPRING SPECIAL!
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lsl Term
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WESLEY FAHRBACH, president of the
county commissioners,
says he spent the weekend reviewing the state
law and legal opinions
on the problem. Fahrbach says he hopes commissioners can come up
with a solution.
The county's proposed
$4.7 million jail would
take several years to
complete. And establishing a temporary jail
would cost too much,
Fahrbach said.
He said based on his
interpretation of an
Ohio attorney general's
opinion, counties don't
have to find alternative
jail space for people
convicted in municipal

court it the county
hasn't already contracted for the service.
Since the bulk of new
DWI convictions comes
from Fremont Municieal Court, refusing
lose prisoners would
help alleviate the
crowding problem,
Fahrbach said.
But Fremont Municipal Judge Paul Albrechta says the sheriff
"must house the prisoners. He has an absolute
legal responsibility to
take them."
Albrechta, also cochairman of the Ohio
Municipal and County
Judges Association,
says he doesn't want to
be made the scapegoat
for the county's jail
problems.

commission sales and domestic work, jobs go wanting because many workers
consider the salaries too
low.
But most of the unfilled
jobs, and the new ones
being created, lie in the
high tech and computer
"There's no way the
training for these jobs will
keep up with the need,"
Edric Weld, a professor at
Cleveland State University's Urban Institute, said.
"It's going to take a while
for things to catch up, but
in 10 years, there may no
longer be the need."
Because high-paying industry jobs are luring faculty away from the
nation's engineering
schools, many schools
have had to streamline
their engineering departments and turn away qualified applicants.
Of course, warmer
climes in the South and
Southwest are attracting
ffifihy~?SF Ohio's nursing"
and high tech-qualified
workers.
"You find that there is
clearly a sufficient number

of graduates from medical
schools and nursing
schools in the state. But
they don't stay in the
state," Phyllis Buskirk, an
economist for the W.E. Upjohn Institute in Kalamazoo, Mich., said.
AN EMPHASIS on
worker retraining will help
close the gap between unemployment and filling
available positions. But
many say skills in reading
and writing are most important.
"It will become increasingly important for a
worker to have some sort
of certification, saying
there is something he is
able to do," Weld said.
"But also, it will be especially important - and surveys have borne this out that people have the ability
to write and speak well, to
write surveys and executive proposals.
you can, you're like
gold to an employer," he
said. "If you can't, it
doesn't matter what kind
of degree you have."
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Philosophy
Summer Tern

B13BT

• 40's SUITS

IPCO
2nd Term

VINTAGE FASHIONS

""
«&

'458

Social Work
Summer Term

1

Arrange

era $15,000 a month.

Unemployment problems conceal
jobs in high tech, medical fields

(3131261-LSAT
FOR MORE INFO.

holding 44. More than
half were people convicted under the state's
new drunk-driving law,
which requires a 72-hour
jail sentence for first
offenders.
The sheriff says he
has converted the third
floor of the jail, normally used for female
prisoners, to space for
nine male DW1 offenders. He sends female
prisoners to the Ottawa
County jail in Port Clinton at a cost of $40 per
day each.
If drunk-driving convictions continue at
their current rate, requiring Sandusky
County to send them
elsewhere, the problem
could soon cost Kindred
and county commission-

native

Auctioneer: Eugene E. Adler
All proceeds go lo B.G.S.U. Charities Board for distribution.

For More Information Call:
CALL 372-0181

FREMONT (AP) Sandusky County Sheriff Joseph Kindred says
most sheriffs worry
about keeping prisoners
inside jails. With the
state's new drunkendriving law in effect,
however, he's worried
about keeping them out.
Kindred says he frequently has no room for
prisoners who show up
Friday and Saturday
nights, and he can't afford to find them alter-

If your hair's clean, we'll
cut It for Just $9.95... or+
$12 w/shampoo & styling!

SUMMER
R
RENTALS
LS

I

2 Bedrooms

516 E. Merry, Ridge Manor
Frazee, Field Manor
$175.00-225.00 & Electric

1 Bedroom
many locations
from $150/month

Efficiencies $ioo/month
CALL US 352-0717
Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

—IV. WORKSHOP DFI FTIONS
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In Alabama
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17
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ART
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44 Rest hour,
along the Ebro
47 Marry old King
45 N.mefor.
birdlike girl
...
".
ay
Hace trSCk
event
90 Soft ——
51 Neat and
natty
53 Yearn
M Cont,mera
58 Certain
connectlvaa
57 Very small
SB Tax expert
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1 Joan Sutherland's 40 Pry
title
41 Subtactato
2 Image
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3 Level
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PoaWvety
46Bltofgoaalp
13 Cupid's weapon
47Catvadgeni
19 Like some
50 Jeanne d Arc, et si
geometric shapes
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2 (New Section)

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

37 Qv0

passageways
4 Ending with
mountain
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6 General Bradley
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9 Obeerve
10 OH of
11 Waah
12 Declare

4633
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or bright
25 Wind Indicator
27 A Vanderbilt
29 Does a household

3 (New Section]

26 Too bad!
» Cleaner', target

61 Quaker of note
62 Princely family
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16 Basalt
inoredlent

ZOUSNAgrad.
21 Spotless
22 Apparent
23 Word with light
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(formerly Command Performance)
When the BEST haircutting in town costs
only $9.95 w/o shampoo and/or styling or $12 for the works ireg. $14-$16) - why
bother to go anywhere else?!
Who says we're best? Our customersl
Last year, we did 10,388 hairstyles right
here in Bowling Green — and...
72.7 f. were REPEAT CUSTOMERS!
If you've nol
not yet tried our salon, let's get
acquainted. We think you'll like our work!

system severV
W

'

* Whole Houses
Close to campus
724 E. Wooster St.
114 Ridge St.

* Apartments in Houses
1 Bedroom furnished
From $200.00/month
Efficiencies
2 & 3 bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished

* Apartment Complexes
Frazee, E. Merry, Ridge Manor
8th Street - only $50.00 deposit
Willow House - air conditioned

THE HAIBSTYLING PLACE

HOURS: 10 to S Mon-Fri, 0 to 7 Sat. 12 to S Sunday
Appointment* available for perms and coloring
BowMno Qreen 362-8818 Frank*! Prk MaM 472-8538
North Town* Sqr 478-7648 Woodvttte Mai 693-6333

Call 352-0717
Greenbriar Inc.

(# Special prlcea only at Bowling Green
aalon. Extra charge for long hair.)

(Maurer Green)
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BG, Saginaw split doubleheader
by Tom Hlaek
assistant sports editor

Pitching is the name of the game
in baseball.
And in yesterday's first game at
Steller Field, Bowling Green's
Etchers resembled Sandy Koufax
his prime with the Los Angeles
Dodgers. But unfortunately, in the
second game, Falcon pitchers reverted to Mark Fldrych, currently
pitching minor league ball with the
Pawtucket Red Sox.
BG split yesterday's home doubleheader with the Saginaw Valley
Cardinals. The Falcons' Jim
Locker threw five innings of one-hit
baseball to lead BG to a M first
game victory. But some untimely
walks and a four-run, Cardinal
rally in the top of the seventh
inning, gave Saginaw Valley an 8-6
victory lathe nightcap.
THE FALCONS, who will face
Siena Heights today at 1 p.m. in a
doubleheader at Steller Field, now
stand at 144. Saginaw Valley, a
Division II squad from Saginaw,
Mich., went to 4-16.
Yesterday's first game was a
classic pitching duel through five
innings. Locker, and the Cardinals'
Mike Freed gave up only three hits
in the first five innings. BG coach
Ed Platzer pulled Locker after five
stanzas, opting to save the senior
righthander for this weekend's initial Mid-American Conference series against Toledo.
Unfortunately for Locker, the
Falcon bats didn't come alive until
the sixth inning when BG centerfielder Joe Tedesco found a
Freed fastball to his liking. Tedesco knocked the inside pitch over
the 375-foot marker in right field
for his fourth home run of the
season. Tedesco, hadn't hit a home
run in his last two seasons for the
Falcons. He hit three home runs his
freshman year.
"I'm really surprised," Tedesco
said when questioned about bis

Falcon volleyball team
capture the MIVA crown

newly-discovered long ball power.
"I lifted a lot of weights this past
fall and summer to build up my
upper body strength. But I'm still
not a power hitter, I just try to
make contact with the ball."
BEFORE THE fireworks had
ended, Jamie Reiser singled and
scored on a bad throw by Cardinal
catcher Blair Patty. Scott Waak
then received a complimentary
Ci to first base, allowing H.J.
th to pick up two RBI's with his
second home run of the year, a
blast over the left field fence.
Locker, 3-0 this year with complete game victories, didn't pick up
the victory because BG wasn't
leading the game when he was
pulled. BG's Joe Becraft earned
the victory in relief, upping his
record to M.
Called "Mr. Consistency," by
Platzer, Locker threw only 54
pitches in his five innings of work.
That was another fine outing by
Jim," Platzer said. "He averaged
only a little more than 10 pitches an
inning."
The bed of roses turned to a bed
of thorns in the nightcap. BG
jumped out to a 4-0 lead through
two innings, but the Falcons were
clinging to a 6-4 lead going into the
last inning.
SAGINAW VALLEY'S Doug
Schobert and Scott Koklay hac
consecutive singles to open the
inning before BG's Carl Moraw
was pulled in favor of Jim Phelps.
But the strategy backfired as the
Cardinals' Mark Warner lined a
Phelps' pitch into left field to tie the
game.
Two more Cardinal hits meant
two more runs as the Cards' went
on to upset the Falcons.
Sophomore Larry Arndt, going
into the doubleheader with a .447
average, picked up two hits and
two RBI's in the second game. Bob
Ellenbest was the Falcons' starting
pitcher.

by Julalne Flick
sporta reporter

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor
Bowling QrMn't Jim Loekar delivers a pitch during hit one - htt performance
against Saginaw Valley yesterday al Steller Field.

ATTENTION PRF-LA W SOCIETY MEMBERS
APPLICATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
FOR $500.00
UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP

APPLICATIONS AND DETAILS
AVAILABLE IN THE POLITICAL
SCIENCE OFFICE - 2ND FLOOR
WILLIAMS HALL

• PRELAW SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP IS STILL
A VAILABLE AND OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS.

Emotion ran high last Saturday as
the Bowling Green men's club volleyball team won the Midwest Intercollegiate VolleybaU Association (MIVA)
championships for the first time in
University history.
The Falcons concluded their season
with a record of 42-10.
Twelve club teams representing
the four-state region of Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois and Michigan participated in
the tournament, sponsored by The
Marathon Oil Company, at Anderson
Arena and the Student Recreation
Center.
BG was the only team representing
the eastern division of the MIVA
which has traditionally been dominated by the western division.
However, on this occasion, BG's
"pack attack" was not to be dominated. Before each game the team
shouts "BG pack-attack." What had
started as a joke became the team's
motto and strategic philosophy.
"We try to play like the Green Bay
Packers - just straight, strong volleyball," BG captain Mark Oberst explained.
Although the Falcons entered the
tournament the MTVA Eastern Division champs and the top seed for their
pool, the quest for the title was not
easy.
IN POOL play, the spikers faced
Notre Dame and dropped the first
game, 15-13, but controlled the second
contest in defeating the Fighting Irish, 15-2. "We've nver been a fast
starting team," BG's first-year head
coach Bill Boyle said. "We never
found that pressure server to start off
the game.''
And that slow-starting quality
plagued the Facons repeatedly during
the day, usually at the most crucial
times.
After beating Fort Wayne Bible
College, 15-4, l£l2, the Falcons faced

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
Is Now Accepting Applications For

OBSIDIAN EDITOR
Applications are available
at 106 University Hall

Deadline is Friday,
April 15, 1983

Wheaton College in a "do-or-die" situation.
"We had to beat Wheaton in at least
one game or we would've tied for
second place with them and have had
a playoff for second place and the
right to go to the playoffs," Oberst
said. "That would have killed us in the
finals."
The spikers split with Wheaton;
winning the first game 15-9, while
losing the second 15-12.
But the pressure was not off BG.
Following the Wheaton match, they
had to win every game in the remaining pool play to maintain their number two position.
Once again, the Falcons started out
slow and nearly lost to Ohio University. But they squeaked out a 15-13
decision in the first game and then
soundly defeated the Bobcats 15-1 in
the second fray. Next the Falcons
played Ohio Wesleyan in their final
match in pool play - the spikers won
both games 15-12 and 15-7.
BG, NORTHERN Illinois, Notre
Dame, and North Park proceeded to
the playoffs. BG met NIU, the defendingMTVA champs, in the semi-finals.
The spikers lost the first game to
the Huskies, 15-10. The Falcons then
posted a come-from-behind 16-14 win
in the second game and went on to
dominate the third and deciding contest, 15-5.
In the finals against Notre Dame,
BG again lost the first game - this
time by a 15-9 count. But again, the
Falcons posted a come-from-behind
win, 15-11, to force a third game. In
the exciting finale, the Falcon spikers
came away with the MTVA title, winnine 15-12.
'1 remember sitting and watching
Notre Dame and Northern Illinois
play in the finals last year," BG cocaptain Mark Aiple said. "I couldn't
believe the calibre of play! Now, one
Ear later, we beat those teams. I still
ve to think about it to realize we
won."

It's totally awesome fer-surr!
M*J Am Manor *rt*a too 'ouin> Sts
are ga* apartment* wntr» gat "eal
*«!■" and cooking lor FREE:
EACH eqiappM wtf» gartMg*- 0>>PUMI
aw corxWonmg catte Nx* <.i> *<M
KM 01 storage'

Two b+droom. unturntsh*d-$300/mo 1 ymai lej-m
S-355/mo. 9 mo. JM$«
(Divided betwn all ot You!)
Summer Rmt»: S3S0 anfrre summer'

Like, go-ferlt!!!
Can 352 4380 ate' lOam 352 7361 after 3p"
Sunday through Friday

m

CONGRATULATIONS
ON THE PASSAGE OF THE

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
THANKS FOR THE SUPPORT FROM THE FOLLOWING
ORGANIZA TIONS:

USG, GSS, LSU, BSU, WSA, COCO,
STUDENT COURT, PRE-LAW SOCIETY,
SCU, IFC, ANDPANHEL
SPECIAL THANKS TO:
* 'MARK DOLAN
LEIGH HOLLINGSWORTH
LARRY K. BO YD
RICKY GONZALEZ

MAURITS BERGER
KARIN SRAIL
MIKE NOGGLE
DA VE R YAN
SCOTT GALLIER
SHEILA MOORE
KEVIN PRENDERGAST

THANKS TO THE ENTIRE STUDENT BODY FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Apr! 13. 1883
crtmtnai k*atlc* orgem
gallon n»"ttfi meeting A iMdm
wB be held M . A(x 13. 1963 at
sooPMnii. Fecuty Lounge m ma
2nd It . Union
CmlieaM Pack Caaoarl.
Sun. Aprl 17, 7 pm WW Hal.
Room 126 Tarry Fatter from the
Jaaua Houaa m Cxidnneti pkja tha
waognoy Wlaon Band Fraa Concarl
I FHtn TotM^M
7:30 PM
12 Lifa Soanca BMg

LOST AND FOUND
Loatl Ona dark bn »leeth«
•Hat
at Uptown laat Saturday. H found
plHU return-No quaittona eekedRaward' Pteaae cad Debi at 352
4294.

RIDES
ROE NEEDED TO DAYTON (VANOAUA EXIT) ON APR*. 15 WtU
HELP PAY FOR GAS CALL KIM AT
352 2972

SERVICES OFFERED
ROLLER SKATE RENTAL
PURCELL'S BIKE SHOP
352-8284
TUTORtNQ-Baalc Man. Algabra. En
gash and naadaig CM aflar 8 pm
874-3348
Former taachar wi lypa your papar
50vpg. Ovamtghl on ahort papara ri
nacaaaary Cal Mrs Fouls 889!579deyoreveneig^^^^^

TAXES TAXES TAXES
Rostar Tax A Accounting Service
|5hort form $8. Long form $15 A up]
Professional Preparation
Raaaonabk* Rataa
1007 N Mam. BG
352-4340

Al your h/plng naada
352-4017
Mufflers nataaad-low aa $1985
Wal maat or baat any written ashmate Don't pay more!'! Cal 3541278 for FREE estxnste' BG Muffler
Center 11055 Bowing Green Rd
TUCKER TYPING
Papara 75* dap Reeumee
Apptcation tetters $1 50 to sat up.
50-aa etxMonal onoxval
Nancy 3520809

PERSONAL
VOTE FOR
PETE BAHNER
AND GARY SIMON
FOR U.S.G. PRES/VICE PRE8
TODAY
Alpha Xl's
Breaklaat waa great Get ready for an
exciting Greek Week Tha Sigma
Nue

VOTI TODAY I
USO ELECTIONS tor Proa... Vtot
Praa , • AT-LAHOe REPRESENTATIVE
VOUK VOTE.
IT MAKH A OaTFIJatNCE
till imiB

Can* "M" la corning

«f"«

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
APRIL 13. 1983

Thanks lar the Hans .M braakl.it.
deed La<*—a taoday.
•jay Kmgamora 4 Paula Koehier
Texan • tor tackey tounata. Wei F you Ian. MtaauKaa mouth ■ Mn
a man in your room? Sunrise Gal tali.
jemmy* |0y rUa. 0*1? Seven. RRRR
holy sler fenp longua. Qyroa. Maabu
bu-bu. Salem Spa*, toga, what a
toaaal CHudc. Oava. at. Oamy.
YOU two wara a BLASI1 your Fk
tkjomlll, Charlana Bruno S Mary
A rented out am 4 Butted Balkrone oouMn'l have kept the Betas
4 DTa from having a good time.
Thanks guys far Inviting us owe.
We'll haaa le da N again soonl
■attar tack nail week!! Lorn, Tha
DTa. PA Keep thoee quarter,
warn 4 eVant, you deeerved aOTry
ene el thoee ehetal
BOB EC -HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAYHON! YOU MADE IT THROUGH 3
1/2 OF THOSE YRS. WITH ME.
JUST THeNK-YOU ONLY HAVE 1 .000 MORE TO GO" I HOPE YOU
HAVE THE BEST DAY EVER-I
LOVE YOU! XORBR
USG"VOTE"USG
• AIM) FOR PRESIDENT
WASHBUBH FOR VfCE-PRCS.
U8Q- •VOTE" -USO"
CELEBRATE GREEK WEEK
AT SAM B'S
HAPPY HOURS 4-8PM
B-10PM
Corvjratiaaabne Maria on your Data
Gamma Alpha Sigma Phi lavaUnng to
Paul1 Love your D G atalara
Congratulations to Doug Oabram
and Lort Flury en their St) Ep
laiallerfng. Tha announcement
made Parents weak and even more
special. The brothers of Sigma Phi
t

P-°"-

LF.C. SPONSORED
FRATERNITY RUSH
TONtOMT

Dana Kopchak-Oinoiatuktbons on
your Phi Dal pnnatg ACT. your KD
aassrs Happfnaaa Always" Wa know
how kicky Mark »
Diana FatHappy 21 MBkthday
I miaa 4 love you vary much
jLB
EARN $500 OR MORE EACH
SCHOOL YEAR FLEXIBLE HOURS
MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR PLAONG
POSTERS ON CAMPUS BONUS
BASED ON RESULTS
PRIZES
AWARDED AS WELL
800-5280883

Vole for the experienced team
HOWARD rSHTYAMA
DAVE RYAN
USG PRES /VICE PRES
ELEC April 12 4 13

Now Leasing for
Fall 1983-84
ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St at South ColUa*
2 bcoroorn turn. apt.
2 full baths
cable wtsJon-dlshwasher
4 x 10 storage locker

$535 per month
-9 month lease
Owner pays heat and water

BOGGS REAL ESTATE
call 352-384111-3 or 354-1120

LIVE ROCK TONtOHT
"INSIGNIA"
Ortnk Special. All Nile
MAM ST.
352-3703
Fudgt tickle
From Studybraaka to Whltehel to tha
scratchy couch. Kit page us make,
three, and banana splits. Happy 6
months" You got an ugly face Love
Salctv
Gentlemen of BOSU:
Do nil know a pretty lady? Large
Co. la looking tor beautiful woman
la modal tat a color poster to
appear next year. Ptaaaa call Tom
McKenna at 1-800-472-1742 week
aadaotaWai7pw-C.il 384-3104
Get HAPPY FEET at SAM B'S
HAPPY 'tear HOURS
4-8pm4 9-l0pm
Happy Hour Hoaday kin
Everyday, al day MTV
Every Sight. Al NJght.
HEALTH CARE CLUB MEETING
Wed.. Apr* 11. 200 Moi.ley, 7:30
aaa. Larry Lehnet from Flower Ho.
pftal to apeak on graduate echool.
Hey Daft racquetb.ll team, Lett
amaah out a victory and return tha
Dafta la Otoryl Oood Luck. Your
Hay Puan' Happy Birthday from ma
to you' I ve got something tun tor you
to do* Tortte we're gonna initiate your
mug-You l have a grm on your face
that 1 show you're smug' Smae-Jaaus
loves you and so do l-Love and
Smaea Jean Claude
HOMEMADE CAKE DONUTS
Debated treeh Hnala weekend
Order by Apr! 15
See Pmk Postera
Kappa lUpMOatntna
Thanks for tha baat tea of tha year.
We've got to do It again soon. Tha
PhiPala
Laura Wason-You wi be a great
addition to the Pommerette Squad
Good Luck aa a new member Love.
Your OZ Salert
LIGHTEN YOUR LOAD
KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY

704 4. MAI
LIT Dena Bookout
Walcoma to the Famty1 I'm so gktd
you're my "tie ' You are the beat1 Gat
ready for some fun times' DZ Love A
Mate Always. Big Karen
Undo Weiger-CongratueYflone on
your engagement to tyle and on your
bb In Detroit We are twice aa happy
lor you' DZ love, your aatera
LIVE ROCK TONIGHT
"INSIGNIA"
Drink Specials All Nit.
MAIN ST
152-3703
MAMA C. I JUST WANTED TO SAY
CONGRATS ONE MORE TIME FOR
YOURE NEW JOB I'M SO PROUD
OF YOU GM WOMAN' MAYBE NEXT
YEAR YOU CAN ASK YOUR BOSS
TO DO S no B'S'' MAMA G
Tlaa marca the end of Campaign Tral
83 PraaKfant of Alpha Tau Omega
you dkj receive Becauae I wish you
the baat. I ordered you a bulel prool
veal What tana does the motorcade
ewe?? Congratulations and beat
wtehee Love, Brandt.

NEXT—TO-NEW SHOP
Ctothing 4 houaewaraa priced low
Open Tuee 10 4pm 4 Frt. I 7pm
St Aloys**) School 2nd Hoot
OFF CAMPUS
FORMAL
APRIL IS, 1(41
PRESIDENT'S LOUNGE
ICE ARENA
ALL WELCOME

PARTICIPATION IN THE NATIONAL
STUDENT EXCHANGE ia St* s poeaibaty tor 1983-84 Thirty-seven col
tagoa 4 uncertain are tti open for
exchange Contact the Center for
Educational Option.. 231 Admin
Bkjg . 372-0202. tor ntormtton
Ooni wan - appacaaOn deadlines are
aoont
Phi Data. Phi Taua a KDa-Wa had a
wed tine on Sat Night Wa couldn't
have asked tot a bettor trio! The or.
Pi Kappa PN.
Drink or Drown' Bear Basel
a coming Sat. Apr! 23. N E. Com
mona
PI KAPPS. ATO'S 4 ALPHA GAMS
EVEN THOUGH BETA WILL BE
LA'E. THE 4-WAY SAT NIGHT WAS
JUST GREAT! THANKS FOR THE
HOCKIN GOOD TIME' THE GAMMA
PHB
|
PIKE SPRING BEER BLAST
THIS SATUROAY-5 DO p.m.
5th AND HIGH
VOTE TODAY
USO ELECTIONS lor Praa. Vice
Praa 4 AT LARGE REPRESENTA
TIVE
YOUR VOTE
IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Vole lor the experienced teem
HOWARD ISWYAMA
DAVE RYAN
USG PRES/VICE PRES
ELEC. Apr! 12 4 13

To our Take Mystique dates 4
paeudo datee Thanks tor the excel
lent time, what wa remember waa
great Crape paper tie.. taaVig (often), bopping around bear oupa. the
human congtornerarion of Carolyn &
Mart, tun pcturee We ike group
dale partlea. uh huhh It waa a Mast"
Love. Gccgiey Eyed Karen 4 Mary
Arm the Exberant P S When 8 sentor Prom? No. let t al «ot forget tha
end of the nde. of/"1

BecheexeUOVeduatlon Pertiee
Birthday's/Dancing telegram.
Diamond Production..
Male Dancer, for all occasion!
352-TOM fa-Sat. 12-4/ after 4pm
AektorPtuT

•••waMCTsofa"'
JtMMENOER
USO REP. AT-LAROE
USG--VOTE-•USG"
BAtHO FOR PRESIDENT
WASHSXISH FOR VICE-PRES.
USG''VOTE-'USO

LIVE ROCK TONIGHT
"INSfONU"
Drink Specials All Nile
MAIN ST.
352-3703

Vole for tha experienced team
HOWARD rSHTYAMA
DAVE RYAN
USG PRES /VICE PRES
ELEC Apr ■ 12 4 13

VOTE
GREG RUF
USO REP AT LARGE

Pre-Reg Naada You!
Tha 1983 Summer Pra-Ragxitration
Staff to now accepting applications
from thoee interested in volunteering
(hair time It to a great opportunity to
meet the new students 4 to develop
your interpersonal skate Each volunteer war be entitled to one free meal
tor each day worked Pre-Regiatra
Bon runs from June 27-juty 22 if
interested you may sign-up In 405
Student Services Any queationa cal
372-2843
Sidewa* Ctmb Aprl 22
Sklewak Carnb Apr! 22
Sidewali Ckmb Apr. 22
Simple Pleasure. Inventory HquF
daUon sale SOS off ell merchandise. 2 day. only-April IS 4 16.
Don't miaa the aarinpal
Soup. SaladS Bread $1 75
ltam—3pm
DAILY"
Sptxa-Congrets on a great portor
mance laat week n YOU KNOW I
CANT HEAR YOU WHEN THE WA
TER'S RUNNING Tha) critic thinka
you're aupar. Karen
Taylor Wine Presentation
April 19. 4:00-11:00 pm.
Praafdants Lounge toe Arena
Fee AMA Members.
THE GAMMA PHIS ARE PSYCHED
FOR A SUPER GREEK WEEK'
WHAT A WEEK TO BE A GREEK'I
To my IN' Kris Bower., Sunday
night at tha Phi houaa wa all gathered around the room, who • candle passing ft would be no ona
realty knew. The Sweetheart song
continued -nil. the candle circled
twice, than to aaa tha candle atop
at you waa extra nice! Congratulations on your pearling to Paul. Love.
Dabble.

VOTE FOR
PETE BAHNER
AND GARY SIMON
FOR U.S.G. PRES/VICE PRES
TODAY
WASH FOR LESS
AT THE WASH HOUSE
250 N MAIN
WEANtE JETTER WE WISH YOU
THE BEST OF LUCK NEXT YEAR AT
WISCONSIN
CONGRATULATIONS
AND HAPPY 22nd" YOU'RE SU
PERU!
WELCOME TO DOWNTOWN
ALL NITE ALL WEEK
GET TWO
••12 OZ. LITTLE KINOS"
LF.C. SPONSORED
FRATERNITY RUSH
TONIGHT
VOTE TODAY
USG ELECTIONS lor Praa, Vtot
Praa. 4 AT LARGE REPRESENTA
TIVE
YOUR VOTE
IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE
Sidewalk Climb "41" Beer Blast
kfcatheeit Commons April 22
T—SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
CALL Jaa 144-7011
SCHOOLS OUT IN 3 WEEKS DO
YOU HAVE A SUMMER JOB YET7
EARN S32B4 CALL 352-7482

WANTED
A variable Room?
Student needs a RM May S-June 13
Cal 372-3583. Doug W
F RMTE TO SHARE UNIV VtLL
APT FROM MAY—AUG NONSMOKER $250 00 4 $50 00 DEP
4 ELEC CALL 372-4074

LOW SUMMER RENTALS
•A LARGE VARIETY OF HOUSING
•SOME HAVE FREE AIR CONDITIONING
•SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE
DON'T WAIT TOO LONG
OUR APARTMENTS ARE GOING FAST!

face effldeney to tuUeeee immed
Ooee to campua SI85 mo 3541342 or 382-7809

Buemeee map™ National Co ha.
several poaaUna aval for aunsnar.
Earn 43000-4000 Cal 382-7482.

Fum. 2 bdrm. 4 Mudent houaa 1
block tram campua 362-7464 betor. 12:30

Bar Help. Part time evening* Cal
Tuaa. or Thura. after 4.00 p.m.
Racquet connection Hoaday Lane.
Parryaburg. 874-4318

HOUSEBOV NEEDED FOR 43-84
SCHOOL YEAR 2-8187 or 2-1807

831 7th SI 2 bdrm . turn owner
peye for neat. AC. water, sewer
Tenant* pay eghts. For Summar or
Fal nmnnahle rataa John Nawtove
Real Eatat* 319 E Wooahx. (near
campual 364-2280 or 352-8683
4 bedroom houaa for aummar Great
looaaon. Next to campua. food, awneternal. 4 bare CAI 354 3080

Need 2 melee to aubkM house at
204 S. Summit tor summer Can
162-7081 or 172-1444.
1 -4 persona needed to aubla. houaa
for summer Only S320/mo Naar
campua 3 bdrma 3721087.
Wanted: Tenants tor the 83-84
school year Gaa: Heal oven paM for
Act now and gat a 440 discount tor
talaem 354 1055 or 354-1237
2 F. RMIE5 NEEDED FOR SUMMER. HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
3 BDRMS, 2 BATHS, PORCH 4
SUNROOF. SI00 4 UTILS. CALL
ANYTaHaf 1S2-4174.
F rmte needed immeoaMafy Nice
houaa. Own room Rant Si 10 Ph
362-3290 or 352-2419
FEM RMTE . 83-84 ech yt„ tow
rant 2 pereon. 2 bdrm . close to
campua Cal Cathy altar 5. 352
1798
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIATELY. SUMMER AND OR
FALL 352 0488 AFTER 5 30
Need a F rmla for FALL 83-84? I am
Interested In a 2 or 3 rm apt./houaa.
For more Info cal COLLECT 218524-0067 altar 5 00 p m
1-4 F needed to sublease house
Close to campua 4 cheap $250 al
362-2909
1 -3 rmtaa lor 83-64 acooi year. Low
rant. Ctoae to campua NICE! 3530056. 8 30-12 00.
100-4 30
352-9168 after 5

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS
National Company naada 15 students
for ful time Summer EmploymentEarn $2,500-4.000 • cash acholarsrtpa - can work In hometown •
guaranteed income, pkia many beneMs. must have car Apply in parson.
Wed Aprl 13th at ona ol tha toeowmg times 12:45-1 30-2 15-3:00
Canal Room • Student Umon
Bash Rlprock's now accepting ope*
catlona for present 4 summer hexpwattresa. kitchen, ortvera AppV m
person between 8 t Oam. 2-4pm
Wed 4/13/83. 128W Wooaler
CRUISE JOBS' $14-$28,000 Certbean. Hawaii. World Cal for Guide.
Directory, faawslatter 1 916-7221111 Ext BowtOtoen
Editorial aeeletanl needed tot eltymagazlne at Sarasota Fk* Fal Semeeter Car needed Contact Co-op
Office 372-245f
M^S'HISOVER
and m 2 mo*, ao to tha 82-63 school
year Do you have a summer (ob yet?
National company has several positions aval tor BG students II you're
hardworking 4 don't mind travel. Band
a sen addressed env 4 phone t to
PO Box 103. BG OH 43402
Northaestatn Manufacturing Co.
Sophomore* or luniors maforing m
accounting with 3 5 GPA or above lor
Fat Semester Contact Co-op Office
372-2451
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Summer ft Ful time
Would you the to xwi an established
recograzed leader xi senior portrait ft
yearbook photography? Are you mature, outgoing, attractive, weagroomad. honest ft creative? Several
poamona are avalabfa to expand and
maintain our senior portrait 4 candid
divuuon in Northern Ohio Wi train
Contact Student Employment. Attn
Judy Thompson 372-2851
Woodard Ptyytographlc toe
Beasvue. Oh
RESTAURANT HELP
WAITRESSES. WAITERS, COOKS.
BUSBOYS 4 DISHWASHERS EXPERIENCE PREF APPLY IN PERSON
WED 2-5 PM THURS. - SAT
10—5 1021 S MAIN ST
GODFREY S RESTAURANT
RTVF/VCT or Phototournallam student lor audio wjual ccrimunicationa
co-op tor summer Contact Coop
Office 372-2451
Summer 4 permanent toba for atudenta. M/F. high pay. Rocky Mountain Area Resorts/Guest Ranchee; ol
tield construction
Some provide
housing, experience not nacaaaary
Cal anytime 13031 698-2642

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

University Village
NOW LEASING
Close to campus, banks and fast food
OFFICE HOURS:
Dependable maintenai
Mon-Fri 9-5
■ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid tor
Sat 9-12
Tenant pays electric only
PHONE
• Summer rates available
352-0164

RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN
AMHERST VILLAGE BEHIND WENDY'S

352-5620

THE BG NEWS
IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR FALL 'II
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
108 UNIVERSITY HALL
DEADLINE: 4/22741
NATIONAL CORPORATION
hat sales positions available In
many areas at the country. Commission plus benefits S1S-20* first
year earning! Field training by
experienced manager. Contact
Century label I Tag Co. 1S2-7529.
Aa* tar BVaoa Wrtgrtt

The BGSU Gospel Choir Presents:

1983 Spring Concert

'Of! SALE
FOR SALE Kenwood Amp-35 *atte.
Oarrard turntable. Crag AM FM B in.
player (car). BEST OFFER- Cal R«*
362-7081
.
MUST SELL. 78 VW RABBIT
LOOKS OOOD RUNS WELL
CALL 354-2015
2 BORal. mobs* home «tth waahar/dryar, atove 4 relrtg . 2 storage
shade INVEST 1 get someltwig lor
YOUR 4»0»!EV. Afford***. 384-

1994
oataBke
3 speed brown Fraa Spirit
CALL 352-9360
Stereo wah AM/FM reao, apt Mia
console need* some wortt. SSO
352-8803 attar 5
Chevy Caprice •72-80.000 rnaaa
AC. taeio. caaaatta. AM—FM S480
or bast o"er 352-8382
For latK Muat a*H, 1t80 Yamaha
840 tpaclal, rtptorcycle Beautltul
CUIK»llon, black 4 chrome. Asking
41240.00 a«M riegotsala. apftng la
nafalCAIITadatm-1991.
Mu rl tell new manual Smith Corona
typewriter. Make otter Call 1521049.
•77 Coroaa Toyota deluxa. AM/FM
tape, nine excel . 35 mpg 19" odor
TV. 1 yr. old with stand Stereo
ayatem Pioneer 4SW. Techrace. son
button metal cap. Technlce apxar.
40-80 W. with aland Cal 382-

2973.
1980 Datsun 210 w/a*. AM/FM.
26.000 mass, very good cond .
43.800 352-2466 or 372-2301.
aefc for Saratl.
1975 VVV Raton Oood mliagi.
hres. new battery. |uel tuned Don
354-1504 altar 10 pm

FOR HINT
CARTY RENTALS
Houaes-Apertmenta Rooms
9-12 month I
Summer Rantala
Al near Campua 352-7366
835 4th St Fum . lg.. 2 bdrm . both
1 • hat), doposal. gas neat 8 AC AJ
uM Incajd except alec 362-7464
before 12:30.
VEL-MANOF. APARTMENTS
Two 2 bdrm apt. aval tor Fal 6
Summar. Lg. Iving rm.. kitchen ce
rente bath. Mr cond 4 laundry tad
Cal 352-2858 tor appt ony
APARTMENT! 2 BEDROOM
PRIVATE SLEEPINO ROOMS
FREE MEAT 4 CABLE TV
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN DORM
LEASES: SUMMER 4 FALL
OWNED 4 MANAOCO BY BEST
WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL
Offering unique aantea* 4 leclllllas. IS wa- .< oaurtaous depandabta managamenl. Call Torn at 14*
447t 01142-1400.

BecheloreUQreduatlon Parties
Bklhday'srDendng letegramt
Diamond Producttona...
Mala Dancert for a* occaalona
5*2944 M-Sat. 12-SiafMr • p.ns]
Ask tor Phil
1 SUMMER RENTALS
Houses 4 Apt* Close To
Campus 1-267-3341.
Down half of house 4 elngie rooms on
E Wooster. across from Rodgers
For summer only. 362-7385 anytime

or 352-8578 eves
FREE months rant on our tuBy furmshed studio auaitjltinlal Com
pletely qmet and private Plenty of
storage Ful kitchen and bathroom
We write our leases to tit your naada
Oood location Close to restaurants
and stores CHAMNQ CROSS APTS.
1017 4. MaM 8L 44241449.
LAROE SELECTION OF BltMMER
RENTALS AT VERY LOW PRICES.
CALL US FOR EXACT DETAILS.
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
IS*
4M0.
Needed 3 F to euba. houaa lor
summer S9500 a mo Newty remodeled Fum Please cat aa soon as
362-6234
Newty redecorated downstair*. 2
bdrm. for summar Only S300 4 tow
^adMcanf campua 364-1753
OPEN HOUSE
OPEN HOUSE
OPEN HOUSE
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
121 State - Next a. Sam Bt
kee dtapaay ad In today'a BO fee*
1 Fum . 3 Of 4 bdrm hOUM. KhOOl
yr. or yr. taoee. Aval Jurw or Aug
352-7454 b^ort 12:30
SUMMER RATES 1376 00
2 bdrm. fum. apt*.
Phone 352-2883
Summer rental
Fum. 4 unturn houaea
Ratetenoes required 353 3855

440444 4. ENTERPRISE: FREE WA
TEH BEWER. CABLE TV. 1 bdrm.
aster*, low utility bate. Ideal for
trad etudent or serious student.
CM Nvvnovi iWaa*f\»>Q#(B#nt 3524MB.
404 A COLLEGE: HOUSE CLOSE
TO CAMPUA. ktael lac 1 gred stuaaat*. 1 bdrm. lum. Call Nawtove
I 152 5420
2ND. ST. APT. 2 bdrm . fum . pay
electric one/, raaaonabta Cal 3643100
WCE houaa 4 apt Ctoae to campua
For Summar,
Cal 352-2871 or 354-2220
3 bdrm fum. houaa tor 5-6 people
Cal 353 8491 from 8 5, Mon Fn
Privately owned apartments S house
Southweet leeldenM waa
$175-260 00 Ph 353-3855
Now ranting for 83-84 school year
Houaea and apartments Bogge Real
Eetate 352-9457. 362-3841. 3541120
PARTY ROOM AVAABLE
PRE! EARED PROPERTIES
844 HtOH ST.: 141-0171
CAMPUS MANOR APTA
BahM Outers Apt* for 2. 3. 4
paraona. 9 1/2 or 12 mo lease
Summar rate S475 tor entire summer
session Model open deny 11-4
352-9302 or 352-7386 evemnge
1 bdrm apt Summer leeeee. 2 bks
weet of campua 352-7756 after
Bpnv
2 bdrm apta . 9 mo leeeee for 4 at
S110 ee lor 3 at $120 ee. lor 2 al
4160 aa ASM 1 bdrm apt*. Al near
. Campus 352 7385
2 bdrm apt* for 4 at 4110 each, or
3 at SI 40 each Also. 1 bdrm. apt*.
1 tingle rooms 0 month leasea Near
campua 362-7365
Steal 1 bdrm houaa 12 mo lease
starting alerting, aummar Near camput 362-7385
Now ranting for aummar. Two badroom, turn apt Water, cable I v paid
for AC parking lot. laundry tacanea
$400 tor tha summer. S260 tor
shorter farm. Cal 362-7182
Ranfaal tor aummar 4 school year
Titua Reeky

I-5pm

352-6568

2 bdrm.. dean and quiet, fal semes
tat 4 axle 352-8040 after 5
2 bdrm. fum. apt. large, clean, quiet
Cksja to campua 4 students-Summer 1 Fal 352-8040 after 6pm
Summer Subleases needed 2 bdrm.
oppoeko Kohf Hal. 352-6876.
1 bdrm apt 0-12 mo., fufy turn.. 4
nan wok from BGSU 4240 par mo
(mckjd heal 1 water) Ptua eiec Cal
352-5012.
SUMMER RENTALS
Exceeent rales on 2 bdrm.. AC,
furnished apta 824 Sixth Street
Ph 352-4986
House to rent for Summer
Starting May 16
I 352-4850
Now renkng lor aummar a lal Acroaa
from caxapue. -14 2 bdrm. Ran. unaa
from $400/person.semeslST 352-

4131.
Fum. *tflc.. 12 mo lease, ctoae to
campua Aval Fal 362-3446
Vary race fum. 1 bdrm. Second St
12 mo lease aval. Fal 352-3445
FOR FALL: 2 bdrm fum apt $375/3
students Newty turn. 4 carpet
3522663
t Bdrm Unfurnished Apt
Otthwaahar. Storage, and Pool
Aval Now and Fal 352-2278.
Lower duplex lor 4. Summar 4 Fal
Upper duplex lor 3. Summar 4 Fal
362-0839
201A CHURCH: DUPLEX. 2 bdrm. 4
large. Unlum., 2 porches Call HewI 1124120.
f bdrm. house aval, now or flrat of
June. Stove, refng . part, fum., new
kitchen wal msutsled Married cpto
prof 352-8878
I bdrm apt doea to campua Begkv
naig Fal term Ph 1-876-7437
Large 3 bdrm apt. next to campua.
Avaatbta Summar or Fal terms Ph
1-B7A7437.
144 lit N. MAIN: large 1 bdrm.
tun. aafM ONf OOWfrtOWfi DUaWlaMaV

do** to campus. Call
WmtwymmrA W2-M20.
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"Christ Won't Fail"
Sunday April 17,1983 3:30p.m.
First United Methodist Chunk
1506 £ Wooster

For more info call 352-8943
$1.00 advance

$1.50 at door

LEASING FALL 1983
•516 E. Merry Avenue
•656 Frazee Avenue
Features
•2 Bedroom Furnished
w/2 full baths
•1/2 block from campus
•Laundry facilities
$4Z5eU0 month & electric

CALL 352-0717
Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

